
Cabernet Sauvignon / Cabernet Franc 2021   

Tasting notes 

Winemaking: 
This is a blend of 2/3 Cabernet Sauvignon sourced from Gimblett Road and 1/3 Cabernet 
Franc grown on our Home Block vineyard near Waimarama. They were both hand 
harvested in mid-April (5 days apart) at the optimum ripeness to get the right balance of 
fruit flavours and ripe tannins.  
Each batch was fermented separately, and the grapes were brought to the winery in 
small bins, destemmed into an open vat and fermented dry while using gentle extractive 
methods. They were pressed into French Oak barrels and a Puncheon (1/3 New oak 
overall, remaining barrels 1 or 2 year old). The barrels were racked and returned a 
couple of times to help with natural clarification, blended and filtered (no fining) before 
bottling in September 2022.  

Result: 
Think of this traditional and varietal Left Bank blend style when planning your next 
venison and beef dishes. It is made of 70% Cabernet Sauvignon and 30% Cabernet Franc 
from a dry and sunny vintage, and spent 16 months in barrels developing its deep ruby 
colour and a powerful - yet integrated, silky - tannic structure. Bursting with blackcurrant 
and blackberries, a mid-palate of spices, fresh coffee beans and dark chocolate, it 
finishes with raisins, cinnamon, toasted cedar and vanilla notes. 
Optimum drinking time is 2022 - 2027. 

Analysis at bottling: 
pH=3.66 
TA=5.85 g/l 
Alc=13.73% Vol. 
RS=0.22 g/l 

Vintage conditions 

2020/2021: One of the driest season on records… that followed another hot year the 
previous vintage. 
Some nasty frosts caused some damages in the earliest bud bursting areas, as the 
season started 2-3 weeks ahead of normal due to a rather mild winter. 
Early crop protection was paramount to keep the fungal pressure down, and localised 
bursts of rain were welcome in spring to keep the soil moisture to a decent level. 
Flowering was quite poor due to a wet patch at a crucial time, and summer hit early with 
some record breaking temperature in late November and December. Powdery mildew 
was again an issue in some areas, but the sun and droughty conditions got the ripening of 
the grapes to very high level of sweetness and very clean flavours. Harvest for still wines 
was the earliest over the last 2 decades, with late ripening varieties offering outstanding 
quality. 
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